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Abstract

We report on magnetic field and temperature dependent measurements of the anisotropic mag-

netoresistance (AMR) in epitaxial La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) thin films. While in 3d ferromagnetic

alloys increasing the magnetization, either by reducing the temperature or increasing the magnetic

field, increases the AMR, we find that in LSMO films the AMR dependence on magnetization dis-

plays non-monotonic behavior which becomes particularly pronounced in lightly doped compounds.

We believe that this behavior is related to the inhomogeneity exhibited by these materials.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Gw, 75.47.Gk, 75.47.Lx, 73.50.Jt
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the observation of colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)1 in doped manganites, these

materials have been extensively studied, in particular for their correlation of structural, mag-

netic, electronic, and orbital degrees of freedom. Numerous experiments2 have investigated

the magnetotransport properties of these materials, including their anisotropic magnetore-

sistance (AMR), which is the difference in resistance determined by the relative orientation

between the magnetization and the current density. AMR has been an effect of practical

and theoretical interest since its discovery by Thomson.3 For example, the AMR effect in

transition metal thin films has been utilized to fabricate magnetic devices such as mag-

netic read heads and sensors.4 Furthermore, recent discovery of the giant planar Hall effect

(GPHE),6 which is a phenomenon originating from the AMR effect, in CMR manganites, is

deemed promising for non-volatile storage devices such as magnetic random access memory

(MRAM).7 In addition, studying AMR sheds light on how it links to other fundamen-

tal properties, such as magnetocrystalline anisotropy and spin-orbit coupling in magnetic

materials.8,9

AMR in ferromagnetic alloys originates from the spin-orbit coupling that yields the de-

pendence of the scattering rate of s band conduction electrons on the angle between their

current direction and the spin direction of the localized 3d electrons.10 Mott11 developed a

two-current model to explain the electrical conductivity in transition metals, considering the

effect caused by the interplay between the exchange-split bands. Based on Mott’s model,

subsequent theoretical work has been successful in accounting for the AMR measured in

3d ferromagnetic alloys:12–14 the magnitude of the AMR approaches zero above the Curie

temperature and increases approximately linearly with decreasing temperatures below Tc,

saturating at low temperatures. In addition, at low magnetic fields, the AMR exhibits a

monotonic field-induced change that saturates at high fields.15,16

Recent studies of AMR measured in La1−xCaxMnO3 (LCMO) thin films reported a non-

monotonic temperature dependence,17–23 different from what is observed in the AMR mea-

sured in 3d transition metals, suggesting that new models are required. However, before

such models can be formulated, a more comprehensive picture of the AMR behavior in

CMR manganites is needed. In this work we conducted magnetotransport measurements on

epitaxial La1−xSrxMnO3 thin films as a function of temperature, magnetic field, and doping
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concentration. We find that the AMR is non-monotonic as a function of temperature or

field, particularly in lightly doped samples. We suggest that this behavior is related to local

electronic non-uniformity, which is more pronounced in compounds near the metal-insulator

phase transition. According to this scenario, the non-uniformity enhances spin dependent

scattering which leads to increased the AMR. Consequently, increasing magnetization, ei-

ther by reducing temperature or increasing field, yields two competing effects. On the one

hand, increased magnetization enhances spin polarization, leading to increased AMR. On

the other hand, increased magnetization suppresses the non-uniformity, thus decreasing the

spin dependent scattering and the AMR

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The starting materials for our experiment are 400 Å-thick La1−xSrxMnO3 films of various

doping concentrations (x = 0.16, 0.20, 0.33, and 0.35) that were epitaxially deposited on sin-

gle crystal SrTiO3(001) substrates by off-axis magnetron sputtering. θ−2θ x-ray diffraction

(XRD) (Fig. 1(a)) shows c-axis oriented growth, with no signs of impurity phases. Off-axis

scans conducted on the same films give an in-plane lattice constant of ∼ 3.88 Å, revealing re-

laxation of the films. The film surfaces were characterized by atomic force microscopy, which

shows a typical root-mean-square surface roughness of ∼ 2 Å. Figure 1(b), a high resolution

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image, indicates good film quality, without signs

of grain boundaries or other structural defects. In addition, reflection high energy electron

diffraction (RHEED) was carried out on an LSMO film in a separate chamber equipped

with a differentially pumped 15 keV electron gun and a fluorescent screen mounted on the

opposite side of the chamber. The film was cleaned by oxygen plasma before the RHEED

measurement. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) confirmed that the surface was free of

impurities. Figure 1(c) shows RHEED taken along the [100] direction of the film. The par-

allel streaked pattern suggests epitaxial growth of the film with a flat surface. Depending

on x, the magnetic Curie temperature Tc of these samples ranges from ∼ 200 to ∼ 350 K.

Figure 2 shows the magnetization and resistivity measured as a function of temperature on

an x = 0.16 LSMO film. The resistivity peaks at ∼ 240 K, below which it exhibits a steep

decrease, in accord with the onset of ferromagnetic ordering. The samples were patterned

for magnetotransport measurements (shown schematically in Fig. 3(a)), with the current
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path aligned along either the [100] or [010] direction of the films.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electric field induced within a single domain ferromagnetic film with in-plane mag-

netization and a uniformly distributed current density j in the x direction is described by

Ex = ρ⊥jx + (ρ‖ − ρ⊥)jx cos2 φ,

= ρ⊥jx + ρAMRjx, (1)

where φ is the angle between j and the magnetization and ρ‖ and ρ⊥ are the resistivities for

current oriented parallel and perpendicular to the magnetization, respectively. The AMR

effect is characterized by ρAMR = (ρ‖−ρ⊥) cos2 φ = ∆ρAMR cos2 φ. We first investigated the

AMR in La0.84Sr0.16MnO3, which is characterized by a resistivity-peak temperature (Tp) of

∼ 240 K, as shown in Fig. 2. ρAMR is measured between contacts 2 and 3 as shown in Fig.

3(a) as a function of both the in-plane magnetic field (B‖) and θ, the angle between the

current and the magnetic field.24 The result, summarized in Fig. 3(b), provides a panoramic

scope and quantitative determination of the AMR. ρAMR was measured as a function of θ

at 36 different in-plane magnetic fields ranging from 10 mT to 5 T. It can be seen in Fig.

3(b) that the amplitude of ρAMR appears to change with the in-plane magnetic field. This

magnetic field dependence is further illustrated in Fig. 3(c), in which ρAMR traces taken

at different magnetic fields are plotted.5 ρAMR shows a cos2 θ dependence at relatively high

magnetic fields (0.1 T and 1 T), while at a much lower field (5 mT), ρAMR deviates from

the expected cos2 θ dependence. The latter is caused by the biaxial magnetic anisotropy,6

which becomes significant and manifests itself as hysteresis in field directions, as can be seen

in both Figs. 3(b) and (c).25

The plot shown in Fig. 3(b) allows us to locate ∆ρAMR,max, which is the maximum ∆ρAMR

at a given temperature. We then studied the temperature dependence of the magnitude of

the AMR by repeating the same field-angle magnetotransport measurement shown in Fig.

3(b) at various temperatures. According to Eq. (1), ∆ρAMR,max is obtained by selecting the

ρAMR that has the maximum amplitude in its cos2 θ angular dependence curve at different

temperatures; these results are plotted in Fig. 4. We find that ∆ρAMR,max is temperature

dependent, with its value reaching a maximum at approximately T ∼ 210 K. One striking
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feature we observe in Fig. 4 is that ∆ρAMR,max decreases as the temperature decreases. This

behavior differs from what is observed in 3d ferromagnetic metals, where ∆ρAMR increases

with decreasing temperature.15,26

To analyze the data obtained from the above magnetotransport measurements in more

detail, in Fig. 5(a) we plot the relative AMR ratio, defined as ∆ρAMR/ρ0, as a function of

the magnetic field and temperature. A similar non-monotonic temperature dependence is

observed for ∆ρAMR/ρ0 over a wide range of applied magnetic fields. Moreover, at temper-

atures in the vicinity of Tp, we discover that ∆ρAMR/ρ0 at T <∼ Tp exhibits a different field

dependence as the temperature changes. This unusual feature is further illustrated in Fig.

5(b). At T = 150 K, ∆ρAMR/ρ0 remains nearly constant throughout the range of applied

magnetic fields. For ∆ρAMR/ρ0 measured at T = 250 K, it remains nearly constant for fields

up to ∼ 0.2 T and starts to increase with field as the magnetization aligns itself with the

field. ∆ρAMR/ρ0 measured at T = 210 K, however, exhibits a different field dependence,

with a maximum occurring at ∼ 0.09 T. At fields below 0.09 T, ∆ρAMR/ρ0 increases with

field, which would be expected in view of the increasing magnetization. Surprisingly, at

fields above 0.09 T, ∆ρAMR/ρ0 decreases as the field increases.

In order to understand the unusual temperature and field dependence, shown in Figs. 4

and 5, respectively, we first consider extrinsic effects such as grain boundaries or twinning.

In general, as the film thickness increases, the epitaxial strain is relaxed, leading to the oc-

currence of twinning and the development of grainy microstructures in the film. While our

LSMO films are relaxed according to the XRD data (Fig. 1(a)), the low resistivity at low

temperatures as shown in Fig. 2 indicates small contribution of scattering by microstruc-

tures, suggesting negligible effects of grain boundaries.27,28 In addition, the decreasing AMR

with decreasing temperature, as shown in Fig. 4, demonstrates good crystalline quality in our

x = 0.16 LSMO.21 To address the effect of twinning, it is worth noting that several previous

works have reported the occurrence of twinning in LSMO thin films grown by pulsed-laser

deposition on STO(001) substrates.29 The twin patterns observed in these films have been

explained as a result of strain relaxation within the distorted rhombohedral LSMO crystal

lattice,30 resulting in the formation of magnetic anisotropy.31,32 Such anisotropy is believed

to account for the magnetization behavior and magnetoresistive properties in LSMO thin

films at low magnetic fields. The AMR measurements on our LSMO films, however, were

conducted at relatively high magnetic fields. The magnetization is always oriented along the
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field direction throughout the measurement, provided that the applied magnetic field is large

enough to overcome the magnetic anisotropy and fully magnetize the film. Considering that

the data shown in Figs. 4 and 5 were obtained by measuring the AMR at magnetic fields

where the influence of the in-plane biaxial magnetic anisotropy is negligible, the existence

of twin boundaries would not affect the AMR and hence does not underlie the unusual field

and temperature dependence of the AMR.

Here we provide an explanation that considers the role of the nominal chemical doping

concentration (x = 0.16), which is near the ferromagnetic percolation threshold xc ≈ 0.15,33

the location of the metal-insulator phase boundary. At this composition, different electronic

and magnetic phases may coexist. In this case, the applied magnetic field yields two differ-

ent effects: (a) it increases the local magnetization and (b) it makes the film more uniform

through growing magnetic homogeneity. Increasing the local magnetization should increase

the AMR; however, increasing film uniformity could lead to a decrease of spin dependent

scattering and hence decrease the AMR. Such opposite influences may be the source of the

non-monotonic field dependence observed in the most electronically inhomogeneous films.

By similar reasoning, the non-monotonic temperature dependence of ∆ρAMR/ρ0 may be

understood as follows. As the temperature decreases, the magnetization increases, which is

expected to yield a larger AMR. On the other hand, increase of magnetization in these thin

films is accompanied by greater uniformity, which may decrease the spin dependent scat-

tering. Again, these two competing effects would yield the observed behavior, as illustrated

in Fig. 5(a). This interpretation is corroborated by the data shown in Fig. 6, which is the

AMR measured in an x = 0.35 LSMO thin film that is more electronically homogeneous,

with a Tc
>∼ 350 K. It is clear from Fig. 6 that the AMR measured in the heavily doped

LSMO film exhibits an essentially monotonic dependence on the magnetic field and temper-

ature. The slight deviation of the temperature dependence from monotonicity for magnetic

fields below ∼ 0.01 T is due to the fact that the AMR measurement is influenced by the

biaxial magnetic anisotropy, which becomes significant at low magnetic fields.

Next we consider whether we could apply the above picture to explain the similar non-

monotonic temperature dependence of the AMR observed in LCMO.17–23 These works rec-

ognize spin-orbit interaction to be the basic mechanism for the AMR effect in manganites

and present various simple models accordingly to address the unusual temperature depen-

dence of the AMR observed in LCMO. These models include: spin-orbit coupling for carriers
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in d -bands and some detailed features in the band structure,17,21 local orbit distortion in-

duced by spin-orbit interactions that affect local hopping conduction processes near Tp,
19

non-identical magnetic properties at various parts of the film caused by an inhomogeneous

crystal structure,22 and an anisotropic Fermi surface for the carriers.23 While the pictures

described by these models are plausible, no further experimental or theoretical details were

provided to elaborate on how one can connect these models with the unusual temperature

dependence of the AMR.

The AMR measurements reported in Refs. 17-23 were carried out on x ∼ 0.3 LCMO

thin films, which were discovered to exhibit phase-separated phenomena that are due to

inhomogeneous structures of metallic (ferromagnetic) and insulating (paramagnetic) areas

in the films.34 It is suggested in Ref. 34 that the phase separation observed in x ∼ 0.3 LCMO

below Tc is magnetization-dependent, with the ferromagnetic metallic phase percolating in

response to increasing magnetic fields, leading to an enhanced conductivity, while above Tc

the insulating paramagnetic phase dominates, resulting in a decreased conductivity. The

percolation of the ferromagnetic metallic phase leads to increased magnetization, which

should increase the AMR. At the same time, the film becomes more uniform, suggesting

less spin-dependent scattering and hence reduced AMR. As described previously, these two

competing effects may yield the non-monotonic AMR as a function of magnetic field. One

should expect that decreasing the temperature may affect the AMR in a similar manner.

Thus, the scenario of competing effects, which is applied to interpret the non-monotonic

temperature and magnetic field dependence of the AMR in LSMO, should also be applicable

in the explanation for the similar behavior observed in their Ca-doped counterpart.

Finally, to further investigate the dissimilar AMR effects observed in differently doped

LSMO thin films as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5, we examined the doping dependence of

the AMR by measuring ∆ρAMR/ρ0 in LSMO thin films with various x values as a function

of temperature at B‖ = 0.7 T. In Fig. 7 we plot ∆ρAMR/ρ0 vs. T for x = 0.16, 0.20,

0.33 and 0.35. Several features are observed. As shown in Fig. 7, the relative AMR ratio

exhibits a non-monotonic behavior, similar to what is observed in Fig. 4. Even when

the system becomes more metallic as x increases, the AMR measured in LSMO thin films

shows behavior different from that observed in 3d ferromagnetic metals. In addition, the

temperature where the peak in each ∆ρAMR/ρ0 curve occurs appears to increase with x.

The increase may be an effect of the magnetization on the AMR. Also, ∆ρAMR/ρ0 decreases
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substantially with x. The observed difference in AMR between the differently doped films

may be related to the structural changes that are induced by increased doping, affecting the

spin-orbit coupling. Changes of x in crystals of LSMO affect the coupling between the eg

conduction electrons and the t2g local spins, and an increase of x drives the system effectively

towards the weak coupling regime.35 The reduction of spin-orbit coupling could be realized

through relaxed lattice distortion associated with the aliovalent substitution of La by Sr

in LSMO. Increasing x results in a smaller lattice distortion and hence less scattering of

the conduction electrons, translating into a diminished effect on the AMR.19,23,36 This can

explain reduced AMR but not the qualitative change from non-monotonic to monotonic

behavior as a function of temperature and field. Moreover, that ∆ρAMR/ρ0 for x = 0.16

exhibits a peak value significantly larger than those for other compositions may be due to

the aforementioned coexistence of various phases in the x = 0.16 sample.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The AMR in LSMO thin films is non-monotonic, in contrast to AMR in 3d ferromagnetic

metals. We suggest that the temperature, field, and doping dependence measurements of

the AMR in LSMO films presented here indicate that in addition to the magnitude of mag-

netization and the lattice distortion, the AMR depends on local uniformity. Non-uniformity

increases the AMR by increasing the spin-dependent scattering. Therefore, increased mag-

netization has two competing effects: in addition to increasing spin polarization (which

increases the AMR), it increases uniformity (which decreases the AMR). As a function

of temperature, this scenario explains the doping dependence, since the more intrinsically

non-uniform the samples are, the more pronounced the non-monotonic behavior is. As a

function of field, the scenario also explains the different field dependence observed at various

temperatures.
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FIG. 1: (a) θ-2θ x-ray diffraction scan taken on a 400 Å-thick LSMO film. The LSMO peaks are

the shoulders of the STO substrate peaks. (b) High-resolution TEM image of an LSMO film. (c)

RHEED image of an LSMO film.

FIG. 2: Magnetization and resistivity data measured on La0.84Sr0.16MnO3 as a function of tem-

perature.

FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Schematic of the pattern used for magnetotransport measurements of the

AMR. (b) Longitudinal resistivity ρAMR measured as a function of applied in-plane magnetic field

and angle θ at T = 200 K in La0.84Sr0.16MnO3. (c) ρAMR vs. θ at T = 200 K in La0.84Sr0.16MnO3

with different in-plane magnetic fields. The lines are fits to cos2 θ.

FIG. 4: Temperature dependence of ∆ρAMR,max/ρ0 measured in La0.84Sr0.16MnO3.

FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) ∆ρAMR/ρ0 measured as a function of temperature and magnetic field

in x = 0.16 LSMO. (b) Field dependence of ∆ρAMR/ρ0 for x = 0.16 LSMO measured at various

temperatures.

FIG. 6: (Color online) ∆ρAMR/ρ0 measured as a function of temperature and magnetic field in

x = 0.35 LSMO.

FIG. 7: ∆ρAMR/ρ0 vs. T for LSMO thin films with different doping concentrations. Data are

measured in a 0.7 T magnetic field. The lines are a guide to the eye.
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